Step by Step Directions for a place setting for 12 (adjust as needed)
Tablescape
1. Using one or two 6ft tables (depending on number of guest) cover table(s) with a white paper, plastic
or cloth cover.
2. Candyland paper path.
A. Using different colored construction paper cut out 8” inch squares and angled square
pieces (as shown on tablescape). You will need 15 to 20 squares depending on table size.
B. Place pieces on table in a path similar to a Candyland game board. Using approximately 1
sheet per square.

3. Place 9” yellow paper plates at each setting.
4. Cut each 22” long piece of Button Candy in half and place 2 pieces on each plate to form an X pattern.

5. Tie 2 pieces of shoe string red Licorice around the base of each milk bottle and drop in a straw and
place to the top right of each plate.

6. Boxes for Cones
A. Wrap two boxes similar in size to a shirt box in red wrapping paper.
B. Cut ½ inch slits in form of an X in six spaces as illustrated below on each box.
C. Place boxes at either end of table in the center of table as shown on tablescape.
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7. Making cones.
A. Cut twelve 5 ½” x 5 ½” squares out of light weight white cardstock.
B. Place on a diagonal then roll each square into a cone by bringing corner A to meet corner B in
the center then overlap B slightly.
C. To secure use hot glue or use double sided tape. Repeat with all remaining squares.
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8. Prepare 2” circle sticker using a printer or make by hand using circle cutouts of colored cardstock and
writing an initial or number on each circle. Hot glue or tape each circle to front of each cone.
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9. Insert cones into the wrapped box by wedging each cone into the X’s, inserting only an inch of the cone
into the box
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10. To make cake stand use a colorful large plate or platter at least 2 inches larger than your cake and a
large bowl or heavy vase with at least a 5” base and not taller than 8” inches to ensure stability.
A. Invert vase or bowl as illustrated, then place platter on top and secure with a hot glue gun or
Cling floral putty.
B. Place stand on center of table
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giant floating candy pieces
Fill three 9” or 12” balloons with helium; make sure you have at least a 36” string attached.
Cut three pieces of clear or tinted cellophane at least 18” x 30”.
Lay paper on table with the longer 30” side horizontally
Place balloon on bottom half as illustrated below and fold over top.
Twist ends of cellophane and tie discretely with a thin piece of string, then trim ends so they
are even and resemble a piece of candy.
F. Adjust height of balloons by trimming long string so they are all different heights by just a few
inches.
G. Tie one balloon string from cake stand and tape the other two underneath the center of each
box with cones.
Tie ends
30”

Cake/Candy
1. Assembling Cake
A. Bake two 8’ or 10” layer cakes, assemble and frost with colorful frosting. Make sure to smooth
top of cake, sides will be covered with candy,
B. Place candy sticks around entire cake, you may space the sticks if you do not have at least 50
sticks.
C. Candy sticks should be aligned and even with top of cake NOT the bottom. Leave room for large
gumballs. See illustration

D. Next place cake on stand and add the large gumballs around bottom base adhering to frosting,
as illustrate. Continue all around cake.

5. Lollipop Bouquet
A. Make lollipop bouquet by tying together lollipops (you should have one for each child) Tie
with ribbon or string as illustrated. Then carefully insert lollipops in center of cake.

6. Assembling Cones.
A. Lightly stuff the cones with colorful cotton candy, pulling cotton candy gently upwards to
create height at least 2 inches over rim of paper cones.

7. Fill milk bottles with colorful juice or flavored milk.

